
   

6 Month Data Analysis Internship 
(DYSDA1506) 

    

The Host Company 

The company manufactures and exports products in more than 65 countries around the world and employs more 
than 5,000 people worldwide. Leaders in Technology, this host company is constantly looking to grow and expand 
their team as well as develop the design and user experience of their products. Now, they are searching for the 
next generation to work on developing future technologies and they are looking for people with bright ideas to 
contribute to their success.  

Role 

This company has 100’s of websites and social media channels all around the world. Each week, millions of people 
use them to find out about their products, buy them or ask for support. Analytics is at the very heart of 
understanding how well these tools perform and their contribution to the business. To facilitate this, they are 
creating 3 fantastic internship roles for Data Analysis to use the latest analysis tools from Adobe, among others, to 
provide reporting and insight. You will work alongside the Head of Analytics with exposure across the business, 
and a chance to gain up to the minute skills. 

Duration     Languages     Start date 
6 months     English should be B2 at least    Flexible 

Location 

Malmesbury, a market town and civil parish in the southern Cotswolds in the county of Wiltshire, England. 

Tasks 
 Using the latest Adobe Analytics package to create insight. 

 Support the commercial managers and markets with additional reporting and insight requirements. 

 Support the team on daily collections and Quality Control (QC) of the data. 

 Working with the Head of Analytics to contribute to the business objectives using a range of analytics and 
data visualisation tools, whilst developing report to commercial managers and other teams across the 
business. 

 Design and maintain reporting templates, deliver reporting and analysis as defined by requirements, 
including results evaluation and quickly identifying and troubleshooting underperforming activity and make 
data-driven recommendations for improvement 

Personal Skills 
 Educational background in Marketing, Business, Economics, Mathematics or similar. 

 Analytical mind set and ability to work and to manipulate small/medium data sets. 

 Familiarity with digital analytics tools and data visualisation software packages such as Google Analytics, 
SessionCam or Tableau. 

 Good knowledge of Excel, including formula development. 



 Attention to detail 

 Some Digital / Social Media Analytics experience is bonus, but full training can be given to the successful 
candidate of task or project plans 

How to apply  
STEP 1) Please, register with us at http://www.espauk.com/students/student-registration/ 
 
STEP 2) Please, log in to your account in http://www.espauk.com/students/student-application/ and then click 
on the button APPLY next to the vacancy name. 

http://www.espauk.com/students/student-registration/
http://www.espauk.com/students/student-application/

